Information session
4:00-4:50 p.m., Tuesday, March 10, 2020
Brown Hall 2048, Western Michigan University

What is ILH?
International Language House was founded in 2006 as a dispatch English teaching company in Yokohama. ILH now has its own bilingual kindergarten and preschool, over 160 dispatch clients in Tokyo, as well as a division which places English ALT/Child Care providers with Japanese institutions.

Curious About Working in Japan?
By the end of the 2020 school year in Japan, English education will start from a younger age and will have a bigger focus on development. English Childcare Providers and teachers are now in high demand with competitive salaries.

Apply Here!
Apply and ask your questions here!
Scan the QR code (with smartphone camera)
Or email us questions directly at: recruitment@yilh.net
More information can be found at ilhrecruitment.com

For more information, contact Soga Japan Center: (269) 387-5874